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SUMMARY
Decision making is a fundamental nervous system function that ranges widely in complexity and speed of
execution. We previously established larval zebrafish as amodel for sensorimotor decision making and iden-
tified the G-protein-coupled calcium-sensing receptor (CaSR) to be critical for this process. Here, we report
that CaSR functions in neurons to dynamically regulate the bias between two behavioral outcomes: escapes
and reorientations. By employing a computational guided transgenic strategy, we identify a genetically
defined neuronal cluster in the hindbrain as a key candidate site for CaSR function. Finally, we demonstrate
that transgenic CaSR expression targeting this cluster consisting of a few hundred neurons shifts behavioral
bias inwild-type animals and restores decisionmaking deficits inCaSRmutants. Combined, our data provide
a rare example of a G-protein-coupled receptor that biases vertebrate sensorimotor decision making via a
defined neuronal cluster.
INTRODUCTION

A critical function of the nervous system is to continuously make

decisions, ranging from goal-oriented or conceptual decision

making to more instant and simpler forms of decision making.

One relatively simple form of decision making, known as senso-

rimotor decision making, occurs when animals sense an abrupt

sensory stimulus and instantly select between several motor re-

sponses. Over the past decades, numerous assays to measure

andquantify decisionmaking in genetically tractable invertebrate

and vertebrate models have been established.1–12 This has led

to the identification of genetic pathways that regulate decision

making,4,7,13–16 yet a long-standing quest in the field has been

to identify the neural circuitry through which these genetic path-

ways regulate decision making in the vertebrate brain. We previ-

ously established ahigh-throughput behavioral assay tomeasure

sensorimotor decision making in larval zebrafish. Exposure to a

sudden acoustic stimulus triggers either a rapid escape behavior

(the short-latency C-start, or SLC) or a slower reorientation ma-

neuver (the long-latency C-start, or LLC).17 Response selection

depends greatly on stimulus quality, with high-intensity stimuli

(>35dB) resulting in an escape response and low-intensity stimuli

(<25dB) predominantly resulting in a reorientation behavior.

Importantly, response selection is modulated not only by

stimulus quality but also by stimulus history, as well as by neuro-

modulatory systems, all hallmarks of more complex decision

making.18 From a forward genetic screen coupled with whole-

genome sequencing we identified the G-protein-coupled cal-
C
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
cium-sensing receptor (CaSR) to be critical for sensorimotor

decision making.18 CaSR loss-of-function mutants perform

predominantly reorientation behaviors in response to acoustic

stimuli that in wild-type siblings evoke the escape response.

Conversely, responses to low-intensity stimuli that evoke the re-

orientation behavior from wild-type larvae are shifted toward the

escape response in larvae treated with a pharmacological CaSR

agonist.18 Taken together, thesedata strongly suggest thatCaSR

functions as a bidirectional regulator of decision making:

decreased CaSR signaling drives bias toward reorientations,

while increased CaSR signaling drives bias toward escapes.

CaSR is a G-protein-coupled receptor that spans the plasma

membrane and detects extracellular calcium levels.19 CaSR is

highly conserved in vertebrates20 and has been extensively stud-

ied for its role in maintaining serum calcium homeostasis.21–23

CaSR also contributes to nervous system development24–27

and plays an acute role in nervous system function including in

synaptic transmission.28,29 In a wide array of cell types including

neurons and astrocytes,30 CaSR facilitates acute adaptation to

changing extracellular calcium concentrations. For example, in

mouse neocortical and hippocampal axon terminals, CaSR

signaling partially compensates for low extracellular calcium by

potentiating non-selective cation currents,31,32 possibly allowing

evoked vesicle release to succeed under a wider range of extra-

cellular concentrations.33 Finally, in mice, CaSR activation also

facilitates oligodendrocyte differentiation.24,34 In contrast, the

cell types and neural circuitry through which CaSR regulates

sensorimotor decision making have not been identified.
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Here, we determine when and where in the zebrafish CaSR

regulates sensorimotor decision making. We provide compel-

ling genetic evidence that CaSR is dispensable during circuit

development and instead regulates sensorimotor decisionmak-

ing acutely, consistent with previous pharmacological data.18

We show that for sensorimotor decision making, CaSR function

is dispensable in sensory hair cells and glial cell types and

instead acts in neurons. Moreover, we find that CaSR function

is dispensable in multiple neuronal populations that regulate

and execute the escape and reorientation behaviors. Instead,

using an unbiased computationally guided transgenic strategy,

we identify the dorsal cluster rhombomere 6 (DCR6) region, a

hindbrain cluster of several hundred neurons, as a likely candi-

date site for CaSR function. We show that transgenic expres-

sion of CaSR in a defined population of hindbrain neurons shifts

behavioral bias in wild-type animals and restores decision-mak-

ing deficits in CaSR mutants, providing compelling evidence

that this population is a key site for CaSR function. Finally, using

a sparse neuronal labeling strategy, we identify axonal projec-

tions that connect this cluster to escape circuit neurons,

providing a potential circuit mechanism via which this popula-

tion might influence initiation of the escape behavior. Com-

bined, our data provide a rare example of a vertebrate-specific

G-protein-coupled receptor that regulates sensorimotor deci-

sion making via a genetically defined hindbrain neuronal

population.

RESULTS

The G-protein-coupled receptor CaSR acts acutely to
regulate decision making
CaSR is widely expressed throughout neural development and is

also detectable later during the time period when larvae display

sensorimotor decision making.22,23 We therefore determined

whether CaSR acts during neural circuit assembly or more

acutely during the process of sensorimotor decision making.

For this, we generated the transgenic line Tg(hsp70:CaSR-

EGFP, myl7:GFP) in which heat shock treatment induces ubiqui-

tous CaSR-EGFP expression. In zebrafish, the assembly of the

neural circuits that mediate escape as well as reorientation be-

haviors is largely complete by 4 days post fertilization (dpf).35

Moreover, sensorimotor decision making that dynamically regu-

lates the bias between escape and reorientation behaviors is

robustly observed by 4 dpf. We therefore induced CaSR-EGFP

expression in otherwise CaSRmutant larvae at three timepoints:

prior to 4 dpf, at 4 dpf, and at 5 dpf (Figure 1A). Inducing trans-

genic CaSR-EGFP expression in CaSR mutant larvae prior to 4

dpf failed to restore subsequent sensorimotor decision making

(Figure 1C). In contrast, inducing CaSR-GFP expression at 4

dpf resulted in complete behavioral rescue at 5 dpf, so mutant

larvae exhibited sensorimotor decision making indistinguishable

from sibling controls (Figure 1D). Moreover, inducing CaSR-

EGFP expression at 5 dpf inCaSRmutants already exhibiting de-

fects in decision making restored this process to wild-type levels

at 6 dpf (Figure 1E). Combined, these results provide compelling

genetic evidence that CaSR function is dispensable for circuit

development and instead regulates sensorimotor decision mak-

ing dynamically via an acute mechanism.
2 Cell Reports 41, 111790, December 6, 2022
CaSR acts independent of neuronal circuits mediating
escape and reorientation behaviors
In vertebrates, CaSR is expressed in neurons,33 hair cells,36 and

various glial cell types including astrocytes30 and oligodendro-

cytes.34 To determine the cell type(s) in which CaSR functions

to regulate sensorimotor decision making, we utilized a trans-

genic rescue approach. Specifically, we took advantage of the

ability of the CaSR-EGFP transgene to restore sensorimotor de-

cision making when expressed ubiquitously (Figure 1), and used

the Gal4/UAS system37 to restrict CaSR-EGFP expression to

specific cell types. We first tested whether CaSR-EGFP expres-

sion in glial cell types or neurons is sufficient to restore sensori-

motor decision making in otherwise CaSR mutant animals. We

confirmed CaSR expression via GFP expression from the

CaSR-EGFP transgene and compared sensorimotor decision

making in CaSR mutants in the absence or presence of cell

type-specific CaSR-EGFP expression. Transgenic CaSR-

EGFP expression in astrocytes or oligodendrocyte-lineage

cells failed to restore decision-making bias (Figure 2).

Similarly, transgenic CaSR-EGFP expression in hair cells critical

for auditory function underlying both escape and reorientation

behaviors also failed to restore decisionmaking inCaSRmutants

(Figure 2). In contrast, transgenic CaSR-EGFP expression in

neurons using a pan-neuronal promotor (atubulin:Gal4>UAS:

CaSR-EGFP) significantly shifted decision-making bias in

CaSR mutants toward escapes (Figure 2), providing compelling

evidence that CaSR regulates decision making through a

neuronal pathway.

Several neuronal populations critical for escape behav-

iors17,38–42 as well as a key population mediating reorientation

behaviors43 have previously been identified (Figure 3A). Given

that CaSR regulates the bias between escape (SLC) and reor-

ientation (LLC) behaviors, we first tested whether neuronal

populations known to mediate SLC and LLC behaviors

mediate CaSR-dependent decision making. Using the same

Gal4>UAS:CaSR-EGFP transgenic approach, we tested if

CaSR-EGFP expression in neurons involved in SLC or LLC cir-

cuits in otherwise CaSR mutant animals restores decision

making. Transgenic expression of CaSR-EGFP in SLC circuit

neurons including the Mauthner neuron (Et(GFFDMC130a)),44

glycinergic inhibitory neurons (Tg(GlyT2:Gal4,myl7:GFP)),45,46

spiral fiber neurons (Tg(-6.7FRhcrtR:gal4VP16)),41 as well as

LLC-mediating prepontine neurons (Et(y293:Gal4))43 failed to

restore decision making (Figure 3B). Finally, we tested whether

serotonergic neurons in the dorsal raphe previously shown to

represent internal states in zebrafish foraging behaviors47

and to regulate certain forms of decision making in mice48

function in CaSR-dependent sensorimotor decision making.

Expression of fev:Gal4>UAS:CaSR-EGFP in serotonergic neu-

rons in the dorsal raphe49 failed to restore CaSR-dependent

decision making (Figure 3B). We cannot exclude the possibility

that the Gal4 driver lines we used express at levels too low to

restore CaSR function and/or might fail to express in all neu-

rons of the population we targeted. Nonetheless, combined,

our data strongly suggest that CaSR regulates decision mak-

ing independent of known neuronal populations critical for

SLC and LLC behaviors, and instead it might act in other

neuronal populations.
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Figure 1. CaSR expression after development

of behaviorally relevant circuits is sufficient to

restore decision making in CaSR mutants

(A) Timeline of zebrafish escape and reorientation

circuit development. Both behaviors have emerged

by 4 dpf. Letters correspond to panels in this figure.

Circles indicate time of heat shock; squares indicate

time of behavioral testing.

(B) Fluorescent image of Tg(hsp70:CaSR-EGFP,

myl7:GFP) larva without (top) and with (bottom) heat

shock. Arrow indicates heart label used for embryo

pre-sorting. Scale bar represents 500 um.

(C) Average relative startle bias of 5 days post-

fertilization (dpf) sibling and mutant Tg(hsp70:CaSR-

EGFP,myl7:GFP) larvae subject to no heat shock or

to heat shock at 1 dpf. Blue circles indicateCaSRWT

and heterozygous siblings; red squares indicate

CaSR homozygous mutants. n.s. incidates p > 0.05.

(D) Average relative startle bias of 5 days post-

fertilization (dpf) sibling and mutant Tg(hsp70:CaSR-

EGFP,myl7:GFP) larvae subject to no heat shock or

to heat shock at 4 dpf. Results are from three ex-

periments. **** incidates p < 0.0001. n.s. incidates

p>0.05.

(E) Average relative startle bias of 6 dpf sibling and

mutant Tg(hsp70:CaSR-EGFP,myl7:GFP) larvae

subject to no heat shock or to heat shock at 5 dpf. No

transgene control siblings vs. mutants p = 0.007. No

transgene control vs. transgenic mutants, p =

0.0145. n.s. incidates p > 0.05. In (C), (D), and (E),

solid lines indicate median; dashed lines indicate

quartiles. All p values in (C), (D), and (E) are from

Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple compari-

sons post hoc test.
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A neuronal cluster in the dorsal rhombomere 6 of the
hindbrain is associated with CaSR-dependent decision
making
The broad expression of CaSR throughout the brain and

the absence of compelling candidate neuronal populations

dissuaded us from testing additional neuronal populations based

on gene expression or literature predictions. Instead, we devel-

oped a more unbiased strategy that requires no prior knowledge

of the neuronal population in which CaSR is expressed and

acts. For this we took advantage of several observations. First,

we had previously shown that acute treatment of wild-type larvae

with CaSR-specific agonists produces the opposite of the CaSR

mutant phenotype, biasing behavioral responses at low stimulus

intensities to escapes to a degree that is typically evoked only

by high-intensity stimuli.18 Conversely, reduced CaSR signaling,

either in CaSR loss-of-function mutants or via treatment of wild-

type larvae with CaSR-specific antagonists, biases behavioral re-

sponses at high stimulus intensities to reorientations that typically

predominate at low-intensity stimuli.18 Together, these observa-
C

tions support the idea that CaSR activity is

required and sufficient to shift the bias be-

tween escape and reorientation behaviors.

Second, we find that transgenic CaSR

expression in neurons using atubulin:Gal4>

UAS:CaSR-EGFP restored decision making
in CaSR mutants (Figures 2 and 4B). Third, pan-neuronal

overexpression of CaSR-EGFP in wild-type and CaSR

heterozygous larvae significantly shifts decision-making bias

toward performing escapes following low-intensity stimuli (Fig-

ure 4C), consistent with pharmacological data suggesting CaSR

functions as a bidirectional regulator of sensorimotor decision

making.18 Finally, in zebrafish the Gal4/UAS system is known to

frequently result in variegated expression patterns through epige-

netic silencing of the UAS, producing incomplete expression

throughout the target tissue that varies between individual

animals.50,51 In fact, we observed variable expression levels and

patterns in individual atubulin:Gal4>UAS:CaSR-EGFP larvae

and found that the ability of transgenic CaSR-EGFP expression

to bias decision making in both mutants and siblings was highly

variable and correlated with the expression levels of CaSR-

EGFP (Figures 4B–4D). Combined, these observations prompted

us to harness the variability of the CaSR-EGFP expression pattern

to identify candidate cell populations in which CaSR levels influ-

ence decision-making bias.
ell Reports 41, 111790, December 6, 2022 3
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Relative behavioral bias of CaSR mutant larvae either not expressing (filled
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whiskers) UAS:CaSR-EGFP in the indicated cell type. Cyan, hair cells; dark

blue, astrocytes; sky blue, OPCS and oligodendrocytes; purple, neurons.

CaSR-EGFP negative control larvae vs. neuronal CaSR-EGFP larvae p =
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(A) Diagram of circuit relationships of SLC and LLC circuit components. Blue,

Mauthner; orange, glycincergic neurons including feedforward and feedback

inhibitory neurons; pink, spiral fiber feedforward excitatory neurons; brick

red, prepontine LLC-mediating neurons; green, serotonergic neurons of the

Raphe.

(B) Relative behavioral bias of CaSRmutant larvae either not expressing (filled

circle, gray box and whiskers) or expressing (empty circle, green box and

whiskers) UAS:CaSR-EGFP in the indicated cell type. Colors as in (A). CaSR-

EGFP negative control larvae versus Mauthner CaSR-EGFP larvae p = 0.0294;

note that these larvae were shifted toward reorientations, the opposite di-

rection expected from behavioral rescue. n.s. indicates p > 0.05. Lines indicate

median, box extends from 25th to 75th percentile. p values are from Kruskal-

Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons post hoc test.
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For this we developed a computational approach, which we

termed multivariate analysis of variegated expression in neurons

(MAVEN), to assess how CaSR-EGFP expression levels within

anatomically and molecularly defined brain regions of individual

larvae correlate with their decision-making bias (Figure 5A).

Specifically, we classified the relative behavioral bias of 140 indi-

vidual atubulin:Gal4>UAS:CaSR-EGFP larvae as either ‘‘SLC-

shifted’’ or ‘‘not SLC-shifted’’ in response to low-intensity acous-

tic stimuli. We then imaged the CaSR-EGFP expression pattern

in the entire brain of these larvae using a confocal microscope

and registered each brain to the 3D zebrafish brain reference

atlas (3D ZBrain;52 see STAR Methods). Next, to uncover corre-

lations between CaSR-EGFP signal intensity in specific brain re-

gions in individual larvae and their shift from reorientations (LLC)

to escapes (SLC), we used LASSO regression, a form ofmultivar-

iate analysis.53 From 251 distinct brain regions, this approach

identified a single brain region, the ‘‘Rhombencephalon QRFP

Cluster – Sparse,’’ henceforth referred to as dorsal cluster rhom-

bomere 6 or DCR6, to be strongly correlated with a CaSR-

dependent shift from reorientation (LLC) to escape (SLC) re-

sponses. The DCR6 region is located in rhombomere 6 dorsal

to the Mauthner neuron, and it is estimated to consist of a few

hundred neurons with about half of these neurons expressing

VGlut2 (Figure 5B) (https://zebrafishatlas.zib.de/ 54). Finally, we

performed two-way ANOVA to assess if ‘‘SLC-shifted’’ larvae

(n = 36 wild-type, 40 heterozygote, and 5 mutant larvae) had

higher levels of CaSR-EGFP in the DCR6 region compared

with ‘‘not SLC-shifted’’ larvae (n = 14 wild-type, 40 heterozygote,

and 6 mutant larvae). This revealed a highly significant associa-

tion between the CaSR-EGFP signal in the DCR6 and SLC bias

(p < 0.0001), further suggesting the DCR6 region is functionally

important for CaSR-dependent decision making (Figure 5C).
4 Cell Reports 41, 111790, December 6, 2022
CaSR expression in the y234/DRC6 neurons is sufficient
and required for sensorimotor decision making
Our finding that CaSR expression levels in the DCR6 cluster

correlate with a shift toward the escape behavior identified this

cluster as a strong candidate site for CaSR-dependent sensori-

motor decision making. To further validate this correlative result,

we selected from the ZBrain 2.0 atlas (https://zebrafishatlas.zib.

de/) a Gal4 line Et(y234:Gal4)55 that drives expression in and

immediately surrounding the DCR6 cluster (Figure 6A). We then

performed both gain- and loss-of-function experiments to deter-

mine whether CaSR-EGFP expression in y234-labeled neurons

of the DCR6 cluster (y234/DCR6 neurons) is sufficient and

required for sensorimotor decision making. Expression of CaSR

in y234/DRC6 neurons was sufficient to shift decision-making

bias from reorientation to escape responses in CaSR sibling

https://zebrafishatlas.zib.de/
https://zebrafishatlas.zib.de/
https://zebrafishatlas.zib.de/
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Figure 4. Neuronal CaSR expression shifts decision making in CaSR mutants and siblings in a dose-dependent manner

(A) Brains and rostral spinal cords of larvae expressing CaSR-EGFP under control of the aTub:Gal4 driver, outlined with white dashed line. Since the

aTubulin:Gal4 line also includes a myl7:GFP marker, green hearts are also visible. Top, representative example of a fish from the ‘‘low expression’’ category.

Bottom, representative example of a fish from the ‘‘high expression’’ category.

(B) Relative behavioral bias in response to strong acoustic stimuli of CaSR mutants not expressing any CaSR-EGFP (no fill), manually sorted into the ‘‘low

expression’’ category (light green fill), or manually sorted into the ‘‘high expression’’ category (bright green fill). Lines represent means +/� SEM.

(C) Relative behavioral bias in response to weak acoustic stimuli of CaSR siblings not expressing any CaSR-EGFP (no fill), manually sorted into the ‘‘low

expression’’ category (light green fill), or manually sorted into the ‘‘high expression’’ category (bright green fill). Lines represent means +/� SEM.

(D) Univariate linear models of effects of CaSR-EGFP expression levels in neurons on relative behavioral bias. For the X axis, arbitrary units were used, with

0 corresponding to no CaSR-EGFP expression, 1 to low CaSR-EGFP expression, and 2 to high CaSR-EGFP expression. Red squares, CaSR mutants (from B).

Blue circles, CaSR siblings (from C). Mutant linear model slope significantly different from 0, p = 0.0006; R2 = 0.2027. Sibling linear model slope significantly

different from 0, p < 0.0001; R2 = 0.3166.
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larvae exposed to low-intensity stimuli (Figure 6B). Importantly,

the y234:Gal4 line also drives expression in the trigeminal and

vagal ganglia (Figure 6A). To assess the potential contribution

of CaSR expression in the trigeminal and vagal ganglia in our

decision-making paradigm, we used the y293:Gal4 line, which

drives expression in the prepontine reorientation-mediating neu-

rons (Figure 3), the trigeminal ganglia, and the vagal ganglia, but

not the DCR6 cluster (Figure 6C). Driving CaSR-EGFP using the

y293:Gal4 line failed to shift behavioral bias (Figure 6D), consis-

tent with the idea that the y234/DCR6 cluster, not the trigeminal

and/or vagal ganglia, is a key site for CaSR-dependent decision

making.

We next asked whether CaSR expression in y234/DCR6 neu-

rons was sufficient to restore sensorimotor decision making in

otherwise CaSR mutant animals. As expected, when exposed

tohigh-intensity stimuli,CaSRsiblings in thepresenceor absence

of y234:Gal4>UAS CaSR-EGFP predominantly perform escape

(SLC) behaviors, while CaSR mutants lacking y234:Gal4>UAS

CaSR-EGFP predominantly perform reorientation (LLC) behav-

iors (Figure 6E). In contrast, y234:Gal4>UAS:CaSR-EGFPexpres-

sion inCaSRmutants significantly shifts decision-making bias to-

ward escapes (Figure 6E), reversing theCaSRmutant phenotype.

Importantly, using the y293:Gal4 line to drive CaSR-EGFP in the

prepontine neurons, trigeminal ganglia, and vagal ganglia but

not in the y234/DCR6 of CaSR mutants failed to restore CaSR-

dependent decision making (Figure 3B). Combined, these results

demonstrate that transgenic CaSR expression in y234/DCR6

neurons is both sufficient to bias decision making inCaSR sibling

larvae and to restore this process inCaSRmutants, strongly sug-

gesting that CaSR function in y234/DCR6 neurons is required for

proper decision-making bias. Moreover, our results reveal a role

for y234/DCR6 neurons in regulating decision making between
escape and reorientation behaviors. Finally, our data provide

compelling evidence that CaSR is a key regulator of y234/

DCR6-mediated sensorimotor decision making.

Having identified y234/DCR6 neurons to be critical for CaSR-

dependent bias between escape and reorientation behaviors,

we asked whether y234/DCR6 neurons connect to prepontine

neurons of the reorientation circuit (Figure 3A) or neurons of

the escape circuit. For this we used the y234:Gal4; UAS:

gap43-citrine56 lines that sparsely labeled y234/DCR6 neurons

and their axonal projections. While we failed to detect axon pro-

jections extending toward the prepontine brain, we identified a

population of y234/DCR6 neurons whose axons projected to-

ward the Mauthner neuron. Simultaneously visualizing y234/

DCR6 neurons in conjunction with Mauthner neurons using the

Tg(hspGFF62a:Gal4)57 line revealed that in 6/13 larvae analyzed,

these y234/DCR6 neurons project to the lateral dendrite of the

Mauthner neuron, a critical site for initiating acoustically evoked

escape behaviors58,59 (Figures 6F and 6G). Although the circuit

functionality of these y234/DCR6 projections has yet to be es-

tablished, our data point to the intriguing possibility that these

axonal projections connect y234/DCR6 neurons to theMauthner

neuron escape circuit, providing a possible mechanism bywhich

y234:Gal4-driven CaSR expression in the y234/DCR6 influences

escape bias. Independent of the precise circuit mechanism, our

data provide compelling evidence that CaSR is a key regulator of

y234/DCR6-mediated sensorimotor decision making.

DISCUSSION

Sensorimotor decision making is an evolutionarily conserved

process that requires the nervous system to integrate stimulus

qualities, prior experiences, ongoing behaviors, and internal
Cell Reports 41, 111790, December 6, 2022 5
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Figure 5. Multivariate analysis of variegated expression in neurons (MAVEN) identifies a hindbrain region where CaSR overexpression

correlates with decision-making phenotype

(A) Experimental workflow for MAVEN experiment.

(B) Location of the dorsal cluster rhombomere 6 (cyan), relative to the Mauthner soma (purple), in rhombomere 4. Image generated using ZBrain 2.0’s 3D Viewer

tool (https://zebrafishatlas.zib.de/).

(C) Normalized fluorescence intensity signal in the dorsal cluster rhombomere 6 in brightly expressing aTubulin:Gal4; UAS:CaSR-EGFP; CaSRp190/+ larvae of

various CaSR genotypes that were SLC-shifted in response to a weak, primarily LLC-evoking stimulus. Two-way ANOVA column factor (phenotype) p < 0.0001.

Non-shifted vs. escape-shifted wild-type larvae p = 0.0462. Non-shifted vs. escape-shifted mutant larvae p = 0.0027. n.s. indicates p > 0.05. Multiple com-

parisons were controlled using Sidak’s multiple comparison’s test. Lines represent mean +/� SEM.
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states such as hunger or anxiety.2,6,7,60–65 While the behavioral

parameters and circuit correlates of many forms of sensorimotor

decision making have been well characterized in invertebrate

and vertebrate systems,3,66–68 the neuronal populations in which

individual molecular-genetic pathways regulate decision-mak-

ing processes in the vertebrate brain are not well defined. Using

zebrafish, we previously demonstrated that the calcium-sensing

G-protein-coupled receptor CaSR is required to regulate bias

between two acoustically evoked and mutually exclusive behav-

ioral outcomes: a rapid escape behavior (the SLC) and a slower

reorientation behavior (the LLC).18 Here we provide compelling

genetic evidence that CaSR biases this decision process acutely

via a small, genetically defined cluster of hindbrain neurons. Our

results represent a rare example of a G-protein-coupled receptor

that biases vertebrate sensorimotor decisionmaking via a genet-

ically defined neuronal cluster.

CaSR biases sensorimotor decision making via a
genetically defined hindbrain cluster
Multiple lines of evidence support the conclusion that CaSR acts

in y234/DCR6 neurons to acutely and bidirectionally regulate de-

cision-making bias. First, transgenic CaSR expression in astro-

cytes, oligodendrocytes, or hair cells failed to restore decision

making in otherwise mutant animals, while CaSR expression in

neurons did, demonstrating a neuronal role for CaSR in decision

making (Figure 2). Moreover, transgenic CaSR expression in

neurons of CaSR sibling larvae dose dependently biased deci-

sion making in response to low-intensity stimuli toward escape

responses (Figure 4). This is in contrast to non-transgenic wild-

type animals that bias their responses to low-intensity stimuli to-

ward reorientation behaviors,18 indicating that CaSR expression

in neurons is both necessary and sufficient to bias sensorimotor
6 Cell Reports 41, 111790, December 6, 2022
decision making. Second, computational analysis on larvae

with variegated neuronal CaSR expression identified the DCR6

hindbrain neuronal cluster as a region where CaSR expression

strongly correlates with decision-making outcomes (Figure 5).

Third, driving CaSR expression in multiple other specific subsets

of neurons in the brain failed to shift decision making in siblings

or rescue mutants (Figure 3), while selectively targeting CaSR

expression to the y234/DCR6 both shifted decision making in

siblings and restored sensorimotor decision making in CaSR

mutants (Figures 6B and 6E). Fourth, a subset of y234/DCR6

neurons project directly to the Mauthner lateral dendrite (Fig-

ure 6F), a key site of sensory processing for acoustically evoked

escape initiation. Taken together these results provide compel-

ling evidence that the y234/DCR6 is a key brain region for

CaSR-dependent regulation of the bias between escape and re-

orientation behaviors.

The role of CaSR in y234/DCR6 neurons
CaSR acts via specific G protein molecular signaling pathways,

and we previously identified two signaling pathways down-

stream of CaSR that regulate decision making: Gai/o and

Gaq/11.
18 Identifying that CaSR acts in neurons to regulate deci-

sion making (Figure 2) makes it possible to focus on neuronal

pathways that these downstream effectors regulate. The Gai
effector reduces excitability in neurons viamultiple mechanisms.

Gai activation inhibits the activity of adenylate cyclase, there-

fore decreasing cAMP concentration, while also activating

G-protein-gated inwardly rectifying potassium channels and

inhibiting voltage-gated calcium channels.69 Additionally, the

Gaq/11 pathway activates the phospholipase C pathway, which

in turn generates inositol triphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol

(DAG), leading to the release of calcium from intracellular

https://zebrafishatlas.zib.de/
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Figure 6. The y234/DCR6 is a key site for CaSR-dependent decision making

(A) Cartoon of trigeminal ganglion, vagal ganglion, andDCR6 expression driven by the y234:Gal4 line. All expression patterns are based on images fromZBrain 2.0

brain browser; trigeminal ganglion from slice 35, vagal ganglion from slice 40, and Rhombencephalon QRFP Cluster Sparse (DCR6) from slice 120.

(B) Relative behavioral bias in response to weak stimuli of larvae generated by crossing Et(y234:Gal4) x Tg(UAS:CaSR-EGFP); CaSRp190/+ adults. p < 0.0001,

Mann-Whitney U test. Lines represent means +/� SEM.

(C) Cartoon of trigeminal and vagal ganglion expression driven by the y293:Gal4 line.

(D) Relative behavioral bias in response to weak stimuli of CaSR sibling larvae generated by crossing Et(y293:Gal4); UAS:CaSR-EGFP; CaSRp190/+ x

Tg(UAS:CaSR-EGFP); CaSRp190/+ adults. p = 0.2234, Mann-Whitney U test. Lines represent means +/� SEM.

(E) Relative behavioral bias in response to strong stimuli of CaSR sibling and mutant larvae generated by crossing Et(y234:Gal4); UAS:CaSR-EGFP; CaSRp190/+ x

Tg(UAS:CaSR-EGFP); CaSRp190/+ adults. p = 0.0392, mutants with vs. without CaSR-EGFP expression, Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post hoc test.

(legend continued on next page)
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stores.70 CaSR activates calcium-sensitive potassium (KCa)

channels in neurons, likely via the increase of intracellular cal-

cium, thereby hyperpolarizing the cell and reducing neuronal

excitability.71 Finally, neuronal CaSR activation can reduce cur-

rents through various different cation channels via unknown G

protein effectors, which likely also dampens neuronal activ-

ity32,72 and/or reduces the probability of vesicle release at the

synapse.73,74 It is therefore tempting to speculate that activating

or overexpressing CaSR in y234/DCR6 neurons dampens their

activity and/or synaptic release. Furthermore, downstream tar-

gets of CaSR in neurons, such as KCa channels, are promising

molecular candidates for roles in decision making. Character-

izing whether downstream targets of CaSR are expressed in

and/or regulate decision making via the y234/DCR6 will further

complete the picture of how CaSR regulates sensorimotor deci-

sion making. Although the relevant targets of CaSR signaling in

y234/DCR6 neurons remain to be determined, our current data

are consistent with the idea that reducing CaSR activity in the

y234/DCR6 leads to overall greater neuronal activity in this re-

gion, while increasing CaSR activity reduces neuronal activity

and y234/DCR6 output.

The role of y234/DCR6 neurons in sensorimotor
decision making
Our results provide compelling evidence that, rather than the

well-documented SLC or LLC circuitry, the hindbrain y234/

DCR6 mediates CaSR-dependent sensorimotor decision mak-

ing. Sensorimotor decision making consists of multiple steps,

including sensory transduction, processing, and integration

with internal state,75 behavioral selection, and motor perfor-

mance. Our previous work suggested that CaSR-dependent

regulation of decision making occurs at or upstream of the

Mauthner cell neuron.18 Here, we provide compelling evidence

that CaSR function is dispensable in populations that mediate

sensory transduction (hair cells, Figure 2) and behavioral selec-

tion (Mauthner cell and prepontine neurons, Figure 3). Rather,

CaSR might regulate sensory processing via the y234/DCR6

cluster and the Mauthner lateral dendrite. It is tempting to spec-

ulate that given their relatively caudal location in the hindbrain,

y234/DCR6 neurons might integrate internal state information
(F) Maximum projection of Et(y234:Gal4); Tg(hsp70GFF62a:Gal4); Tg(UAS:gap43

and y234/DCR6 neurons (orange) have been pseudocolored to allow clear visual

lateral dendrite, where it eventually terminates. Three cell bodies in the y234/DCR

image of the pseudocolored Mauthner lateral dendrite (blue) with arrow demarca

(G) Top view and side view of the brain spanning from the DCR6 (most dorsal, purp

2 (NP2, orange), neuropil region 4 (NP4, magenta), and two projections to the

originates in neuropil 2, proximal to the ZBrain-defined DCR6, andwas observed in

in (F). The y234/NP4 projection originates in neuropil 4, lateral to the ZBrain-defin

(F). Rhombomeres are labeled by number. Dashed lines in the lateral view indicate

and sparse labeling experiments.

(H) Proposed model of how CaSR signaling in the y234/DCR6 modulates the es

region/neuron. Gray, less active brain region/neuron/synapse. Dashed lines indic

connections. Left: when CaSR activity in the y234/DCR6 is high, y234/DCR6 acti

neurons from inhibition and resulting in reorientation behaviors. The y234/DCR6m

identify a projection from the y234/DCR6 to the prepontine region. Right: when C

DCR6 activity frees the Mauthner lateral dendrite from inhibition, allowing the Ma

prioritized behavior, reorientations. Right: when CaSR activity in the y234/DCR6 i

lateral dendrite activation by acoustic stimuli, freeing prepontine neurons from in
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such as ongoing behaviors to bias the activation of escape

versus reorientation circuits.17

Consistent with this, we propose a model in which CaSR ac-

tivity limits y234/DCR6 activity, which in turns limits Mauthner

activity and hence the initiation of the escape behavior (Fig-

ure 6H). Thus, the most parsimonious model is that increasing

CaSR activity in the y234/DCR6 increases the probability of

escape behavior initiation and decreases the probability of the

reorientation behavior, while reducing CaSR activity in the

y234/DCR6 does the opposite. Despite our inability to detect

axonal projections from the y234/DCR6 to prepontine neurons

(Figure 6H), we cannot exclude the possibility that y234/DCR6

neurons directly or indirectly provide excitatory drive via to reor-

ientation-mediating prepontine neurons. Mauthner activation

temporally precedes activation of y293-prepontine neurons,

so in the absence of Mauthner activation, the y293-prepontine

neurons are freed from inhibition,43 allowing them to initiate

the reorientation behavior. Independent of the precise circuit

mechanism by which CaSR regulates sensorimotor decision

making and given the widespread responsiveness of hindbrain

neurons to acoustic stimuli,76,77 it is feasible that besides the

y234/DCR6 neurons, additional hitherto unknown neuronal pop-

ulations participate in sensory processing and integration crit-

ical for sensorimotor decision making. A critical next step will

be to determine the connectivity, neurotransmitter identity,

and pattern of neuronal activity of all neurons of the y234/

DCR6 cluster. Combined with our current results, this will pro-

vide a more integrated understanding of how CaSR bidirection-

ally regulates the acute functioning of this decision-making

circuit.

Limitations of the study
One potential limitation of our study is that the MAVEN method

uses ZBrain atlas brain regions as its fundamental unit of anal-

ysis. Therefore, this method is less powered in its ability to iden-

tify roles for populations that do not directly correspond to

defined brain regions in the atlas. A second, technical limitation

is that our study identifies a critical decision-making population

of neurons through a Gal4/UAS cell-specific rescue strategy,

which is limited by the availability of specific Gal4 drivers.
-citrine) larvae with sparse expression in the y234/DCR6. The Mauthner (blue)

ization of the y234/DCR6 axon that projects dorsally and across the Mauthner

6 are demarcated with white arrows. Scale bar represents 50 um. (F0) zoomed

ting a possible axon terminal bouton from y234/DCR6 neurons (orange).

le outline) to theMauthner neuron (most ventral, blue) including neuropil region

Mauthner lateral dendrite labeled by y234:Gal4. The y234/DCR6 projection

6/13 larvae in the sparse labeling experiment in (F), including the larva pictured

ed DCR6, and was observed in 4/13 larvae in the sparse labeling experiment in

approximately 10-mm increments. All anatomy is based on the ZBrain 2.0 atlas

cape versus reorientation decision-making circuit. Yellow, more active brain

ate indirect or uncharacterized synaptic connections. T bars indicate inhibitory

vity is high. High DCR6 activity dampens Mauthner activity, freeing prepontine

ay also excite prepontine reorientation-mediating neurons, although we did not

aSR activity in the y234/DCR6 is high, y234/DCR6 activity is low. Low y234/

uthner to initiate escapes while simultaneously inhibiting initiation of the less-

s low, y234/DCR6 activity is high. High y234/DCR6 activity dampens Mauthner

hibition and resulting in reorientation behaviors.
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Specifically, failure to rescue the CaSR mutant phenotype

through expression in other neuronal populations does not

exclude the possibility that CaSR might at least partially act in

these populations, mainly because CaSR expression levels us-

ing Gal4 drivers might be too low or too mosaic to restore

CaSR function. Despite these limitations, our findings neverthe-

less identify that the genetically defined y234/DCR6 hindbrain

region mediates sensorimotor decision making via the verte-

brate-specific G-protein-coupled receptor CaSR.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

mouse anti-tERK Cell Signaling RRID: AB_390780

chicken anti-GFP Rockland RRID: AB_1537404

goat anti-mouse ThermoFisher Scientific RRID: AB_2535768

donkey anti-chicken Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs RRID:AB_2340375

Bacterial and virus strains

One-Shot TOP10 Chemically Competent Cells Invitrogen Cat# C404010

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

zebrafish: Tg(myo6b:CaSR-EGFP,cryaa:mCherry) This study ZDB-ALT-220824-2

zebrafish: Tg(UAS:CaSR-EGFP) This study ZDB-ALT-220824-3

zebrafish: Tg(hsp70:CaSR-EGFP,myl7:GFP) This study ZDB-ALT-220824-4

zebrafish: Tg(alpha-tubulin:Gal4,myl7:GFP) Leung et al. 201978 ZDB-ALT-180816-20

zebrafish: Tg(UAS:gap43-citrine) Lakhina et al. 201256 ZDB-ALT-121206-2

zebrafish: Et(y293:Gal4) Marquart et al. 201943 ZDB-ALT-151216-1

zebrafish: Et(y234:Gal4) Yokogawa, Hannan, and

Burgess 201255
ZDB-ALT-121114-10

zebrafish: Et(GFFDMC130a) Pujol-Martı́ et al. 201244 ZDB-ALT-120320-6

zebrafish: Tg(Glyt2:Gal4,myl7:GFP) Satou et al. 201345 ZDB-ALT-131127-3

zebrafish: Tg(fev1:Gal4-GFP) Xing et al. 201549 ZDB-ALT-160209-2

zebrafish: Tg(-6.7FRhcrtR:gal4VP16) Lacoste et al. 201541 ZFIN: ZDB-TGCONSTRCT-

151028-8

zebrafish: Tg(hspGFF62a:Gal4) Yamanaka et al. 201357 ZDB-ALT-150717-1

zebrafish: wrong turn/CaSRp190 Jain et al. 201818 ZDB-ALT-171122-3

zebrafish: CaSRp198 Jain et al. 201818 ZDB-ALT-180117-4

Oligonucleotides

Custom KASP primers made to genotype

CaSRp190, input sequence:

ATTTTTTTCCAACTATTTCTCTTTTCT

ACTGTCTCTCAGATTAGCTATGCTTCA[T/C]

CCAGCCGCCTTTTGAGCAACA

AAAACCAGTACAAATCCTTCATGAGG

ACAATCCCT

LGC Genomics N/A

Custom KASP primers made to genotype

CaSRp198, input sequence:

CACTTCTTGCTTTCTGAAGCAAATCG

AGTTTCTGTCCTGGACCGAACCGTTC

GGGATTGCGCTGGCCTTATTTGC[AG

TCCTC/-]GGGGTTCTCCTAACAGCTT

TTGTGTTGGGTGTTTTTGTGCAATTC

CGTGATACTCCAATCGTGAAGGCATC

AAAC

LGC Genomics N/A

Recombinant DNA

pENTR CaSR-EGFP This study AddGene #191503

pTol1-14xUAS:CaSR-EGFP This study AddGene #191502

pTol2-hsp70:CaSR-EGFP, myl7:GFP This study AddGene #191501

pDestTol2CG2 Kwan et al. 200779 –

pTol2-myo6b:CaSR-EGFP,cryaa:mCherry This study AddGene #191500

p5e myo6b Kindt, Finch, and Nicolson 201280 Provided by Kindt lab

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

p3e MCS Don et al. 201781 AddGene # 75174

pTol1-14xUAS:NTR-TagRFPT Harry Burgess lab Provided by Burgess lab

pDESTtol2pACrymCherry Berger and Currie 201382 AddGene #64023

Software and algorithms

R The R Project for Statistical

Computing

RRID:SCR_001905

RStudio RStudio RRID:SCR_000432

MATLAB MathWorks RRID:SCR_001622

FIJI ImageJ GNU Open Source Software RRID:SCR_002285

GraphPad Prism Dotmatics RRID:SCR_002798

SnapGene Dotmatics RRID:SCR_015052
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for reagents and resource may be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Dr. Michael

Granato (granatom@pennmedicine.upenn.edu).

Materials availability
Plasmids generated during this study have been deposited to Addgene (see key resources table). Transgenic zebrafish lines have

been added to the ZFIN database (see key resources table). Requests for transgenic zebrafish should be directed to the lead contact.

Data and code availability
No datasets of standardized datatypes were generated for this study.

Custom MATLAB and R code generated for this study are available.

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Fish maintenance
All experiments with Danio rerio were approved by the University of Pennsylvania IACUC (protocol numbers 805167 and 805,140).

CaSRp190 andCaSRp198mutations were maintained in the wild-type T€ubingen long fin (TLF) strain background. Embryos were raised

in E3 at 28-29�C on a 14 h light/10 h dark cycle. All experiments were performed on 5 dpf larvae unless otherwise indicated. At this

stage of development, zebrafish larvae sex is not determined, so we did not compare males and females.

Wild-type TLF larvae were assayed for decision making behavior every generation before being raised. Only clutches with typically

wild-type behavioral bias—namely, strong bias toward SLCs in response to intense acoustic stimuli—were included in the assort-

ment of wild-type larvae to be raised.

Et(y293:Gal4)43 and Et(y234:Gal4)55 fish were kindly provided by the lab of Harold Burgess. Tg(alpha-tubulin:Gal4,myl7:GFP)78 fish

were kindly provided by the lab of Phillipe Mourrain. Tg(fev1:Gal4-GFP) fish49 were kindly provided by Christina Lillesaar.

METHOD DETAILS

Behavioral testing and analysis
All behavioral assays were performed during the day. To evoke a high proportion of SLCs in wild-type larvae, an 1100 Hz vibrational

(acoustic) stimulus at 35.1 dB was applied to d5 or d6 larvae in a custom behavioral rig as previously described,83 with an expanded

grid for 36 larvae. This stimulus was repeated 10 times with an interstimulus interval of 20 s.18 To evoke a high proportion of LLCs in

wild-type larvae, a 1500 Hz vibrational (acoustic) stimulus at 25.5 dB was applied. This stimulus was repeated 30 times with an inter-

stimulus interval of 20 s, because larvae were less responsive at this lower intensity andR4 responses are necessary to accurately

compute relative behavioral bias (RBB). RBB is defined as (200 * (percent of stimuli reacted to with SLCs)/(percent of stimuli reacted

to overall))�100. When calculating RBB, larvae with <4 responses were filtered out of the analysis. All tracking and analysis was per-

formed using the FLOTE software platform.17,84
Cell Reports 41, 111790, December 6, 2022 e2
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Cloning of transgenes and transgenic line creation
The pTol2-myo6b:CaSR-EGFP,cryaa:mCherry construct was generated by Gateway LR cloning (ThermoFisher) p5e myo6b,80

pENTR CaSR-EGFP, and p3e MCS (AddGene # 7517481) into the destination vector pDESTtol2pACrymCherry (AddGene #

6402382) vector. DNA was midiprepped, phenol-chloroform extracted, and microinjected into one cell stage zebrafish embryos.

Tol2 transgenesis was performed by microinjecting Tol2 mRNA and plasmid DNA as previously described.85 pTol2-hsp70:CaSR-

EGFP,myl7:GFP was created by using Gateway cloning to insert p5e hsp70 and pENTR CaSR-EGFP into the pDestTol2CG2 back-

bone.79 CaSR-EGFP was cloned into the pTol1-14xUAS:NTR-TagRFPT backbone using the In-Fusion HD Cloning Plus Kit (Takara

Biosciences) to create pTol1-14xUAS:CaSR-EGFP. pTol1-14xUAS:CaSR-EGFP was microinjected into CaSRp190/+ x TLF one cell

stage larvae bymicroinjecting Tol1mRNA and plasmid DNA as previously described.86 Founders were identified by crossing injected

g0 fish to GlyT2:Gal4,myl7:GFP45 fish and screening for GFP expression in the brain.

Mutant genotyping
All behavioral experiments were performed blind to genotype, and all behavioral comparisons were made between siblings from the

same experiment. Larvae to be genotyped were stored in methanol and lysed with the HotShot protocol. Methanol was allowed to

evaporate off, then larvae were immersed in 50 mMNaOH, heated to 95�C for 15 min, then neutralized with 1M Tris-HCl.87 CaSRp190

and CaSRp198 fish were genotyped using the KASP method with proprietary primer sequences (LGC Genomics). The CaSRp190

primers amplify only genomic CaSR, meaning they can be used to distinguish genomic CaSR mutants from siblings even in the

context of transgenes containing CaSR cDNA.

Heat shock experiments
Tg(hsp70:CaSR-EGFP,myl7:GFP); CaSRp190/+ f1 were crossed toCaSRp190/+ fish to yield larvae that were sorted for green hearts at 2

dpf. Half of each group (heart+ and heart-) was heat shocked and half served as a negative control. For heat shock, larvae were

placed in a 50 mL conical vial with pre-warmed E3, then incubated in a 37�C water bath for 45 min. Alternatively, larvae were placed

in a thermocycler and incubated at 37�C for 45min. Fluorescence in heat shocked Tg(hsp70:CaSR-EGFP,myl7:GFP) larvae was visu-

ally verified on an epifluorescent microscope without anesthetizing the larvae approximately one hour before behavioral testing.

Cell type-specific rescue experiments
We used the Tg(myo6b:CaSR-EGFP,cryaa:mCherry) direct promoter fusion line to drive CaSR expression in hair cells. Larvae were

sorted on a fluorescent microscope using the red marker in the lens of the eye.

For Gal4 x UAS rescue experiments, Tg(UAS:CaSR-EGFP); CaSRp190/+ or Tg(UAS:CaSR-EGFP); CaSRp198/+ fish were crossed to

Gal4 lines and offspring sorted for expected expression patterns, raised, and genotyped for CaSR, resulting in Gal4; Tg(UAS:CaSR-

EGFP); CaSR+/� fish. These fish were then incrossed and sorted for strong green fluorescent larvae (excluding larvae with visibly

weak or mosaic expression) at 2–4 dpf using an Olympus SZX16 fluorescent microscope. Behavioral testing was performed at 5 dpf.

Note that due to genetic background effects from different Gal4 driver lines, the decision making bias of control larvae differs be-

tween groups. For this reason, the bias of larvae expressing versus not expressing transgenic CaSR should be compared within each

background-matched cell type assayed, rather than comparing larvae of different genetic backgrounds to each other.

We crossed Tg(UAS:CaSR-EGFP) fish to the Tg(alpha-tubulin:Gal4,myl7:GFP) line to label neurons78,88; to the Tg(gfap:Gal4) line89

to label radial astrocytes; and to the Tg(sox10:Gal4) line90 to label neural crest cells, which include oligodendrocyte precursor cells

(OPCs) and mature oligodendrocytes.91

We used the Et(GFFDMC130a) Gal4 line44 to drive expression in the Mauthner neuron; the Tg(-6.7FRhcrtR:gal4VP16) line to drive

expression in feedforward excitatory spiral fiber neurons;41 and the Tg(Glyt2:Gal4,myl7:GFP) line to drive expression in glycinergic

inhibitory neurons.45 To drive expression in LLC-mediating neurons, we employed the Et(y293:Gal4) line43,92 We used the Tg(fev:

Gal4-GFP) line49 to drive CaSR-EGFP expression in serotonergic neurons of the raphe nucleus. Because in this case the Gal4

was also labeled with GFP, we crossed a Gal4 carrier to a UAS carrier with two copies of the UAS construct so that all green + larvae

must also be CaSR-EGFP+.

For y234/DCR6 overexpression experiments, we crossed Et(y234:Gal4)55 x Tg(UAS:CaSR-EGFP); CaSRp190/+ adults, and

Et(y293:Gal4)43; UAS:CaSR-EGFP; CaSRp190/+ x Tg(UAS:CaSR-EGFP); CaSRp190/+adults. For y234/DCR6 rescue experiments,

we crossed Et(y234:Gal4); UAS:CaSR-EGFP; CaSRp190/+ x Tg(UAS:CaSR-EGFP); CaSRp190/+ adults. In all cases, transgenic larvae

were compared to their non-transgenic siblings to control for genetic background effects on behavior.

Dose-dependent rescue strength analysis
Tg(a-tubulin:gal4,myl7:GFP);78 Tg(UAS:CaSR-EGFP); CaSRp190/+ fish were incrossed or crossed to Tg(UAS:CaSR-EGFP);

CaSRp190/+ to produce larvae. Larvae were sorted for expression strength at 3 dpf. Larvae with barely-visible CNS expression or

expression only in the PNS were discarded. The remaining larvae were sorted into ‘‘no neuronal expression,’’ ‘‘low neuronal expres-

sion,’’ and ‘‘high neuronal expression’’ groups subjectively by the experimenter. Larvae were assayed for behavior at 5 dpf and sub-

sequently genotyped as described above.
e3 Cell Reports 41, 111790, December 6, 2022
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Imaging y234 neurons
We crossed Et(y234:Gal4); Tg(UAS:CaSR-EGFP) to Tg(hspGFF62a:Gal4)57; Tg(UAS:gap43-citrine)56 adults and sorted for green

larvae on a fluorescent dissecting microscope at 2 dpf. We bleached larvae, immunostained for tERK, and performed confocal im-

aging on a Zeiss 880 microscope as described above in the MAVEN protocol. Gap43-citrine retained its fluorescence throughout the

staining protocol without the need for additional antibody staining. Images were acquired at 1.5 or 2X digital zoom, and z stack im-

ages were taken 0.84 um apart. To quantify the y234/DCR6 and y234/NP4 projections to the Mauthner, we tallied the number of

larvae that had a given projection type and divided this by the total number of larvae in which both the y234 population and at least

one Mauthner neuron were labeled. Pseudocoloring and background subtraction were performed using the 3D Image Viewer plugin

in FIJI to create a separate stack for each desired channel, then merging the stacks with separate colors.

Multivariate Analysis of Variegated Expression in Neurons (MAVEN)
OurMultivariate Analysis of Variegated Expression in Neurons (MAVEN) strategy consisted of four steps: separation of larvae by their

behavior, immunostaining, confocal imaging, and image analysis.

Behavior (for MAVEN)

Tg(a-tubulin:gal4,myl7:GFP); Tg(UAS:CaSR-EGFP);CaSRp190/+ fish were incrossed or crossed to Tg(UAS:CaSR-EGFP); CaSRp190/+

to produce larvae. Larvae were sorted for green expression in the CNS on d3 and assayed for behavior on at 5 dpf. Behavioral anal-

ysis was used to identify larvae with SLC-shifted behavior in response to thirty 1500 Hz 25.5 dB stimuli, which typically elicits mostly

LLCs (RBB < �50). Larvae with RBB of >50 were considered SLC-shifted, with <-50 RBB unshifted. To ensure reliability of the

measured RBB, only larvae that responded to >40% of stimuli (n = 12 responses) were included.

Immunostaining (MAVEN)

After behavior was assayed, larvae were stored in methanol for <48 h. Behavioral phenotypes were calculated and larvae were

marked as having the SLC-shifted or unshifted phenotype by specific cut patterns to their tails, then all larvae of both phenotypes

and all genotypes from a single test date were fixed in a single tube overnight in 4%PFA in PBS at 4�C. After three 5-min PBTwashes,

they were then bleached in 3% hydrogen peroxide and 1% w/v potassium hydroxide at 55� for approximately 5–10 min, until mela-

nophores were no longer visible and eyes were pale yellow-orange in color. Next they were incubated in 150mM Tris-HCl pH 9.0 for

15 min at 70�C, permeabilized in trypsin on ice for 45 min, washed, incubated in block (2%Normal Goat Serum, 1%BSA, 1%DMSO

in PBT) for 1 h at room temperature, incubated in primary antibody (Rockland Chicken anti-GFP 600-901-B12 1:200; Cell Signaling

mouse anti-tERK, #4696, 1:500) overnight at 4�C, and washed three times in PBT for 15 min each. Secondary antibody (Jackson

ImmunoResearch donkey anti-chicken Alexa 488, 703-545-155, 1:200; Invitrogen goat anti-mouse IgG1 Alexa 633, A21126,

1:500) was also applied overnight at 4�C. After washing off secondary three times in PBT for 15 min each, larvae were stored in a

2:1 mixture of Vectashield and PBS until imaging. A detailed protocol is provided in Randlett et al. 2015.52

Confocal imaging (MAVEN)

Larvae were mounted in 1.25% low-melt agarose and imaged on a 20X air objective on a Zeiss 880 confocal microscope. Images

were tiled to capture an area spanning from the rostral spinal cord to the olfactory epithelium. All settings were kept consistent within

a given imaging date, although staining was sufficiently different between tubes that different settings were used across dates. In

postprocessing, signal was normalized by the average signal of all larvae that were stained in a single tube to mitigate tube effects.

Larvae were genotyped for CaSRp190 after imaging.

Image analysis (MAVEN)

Confocal stacks were registered to a 3D anatomical atlas as described52 via their tERK stain to the reference tERK stain using FIJI’s

CMTK registration pipeline and GUI (https://github.com/sandorbx/Fiji-CMTK-registration-runner-GUI). Next, area-normalized GFP

signal in each brain region for each larva imaged was extracted using a modified version of the MakeTheMAPMap function,52

QuantifySignalMultipleBrains. GFP signal was not normalized to tERK signal.

Next, data were imported to R. Signal from all regions within or posterior to Rhombomere 7 were excluded due to inconsistent

alignment to the reference brain in these regions. Analysis including these regions returned the same results as analysis without

them. Next, LASSO regression53 was performed on CaSR WT larvae to determine the brain regions in which signal best predicted

whether brains fell into the ‘‘SLC-shifted’’ or ‘‘not SLC-shifted’’ category. The hyperparameter lambda was determined by fourfold

cross-validation using the cv.glmnet function from the glmnet package. two-way ANOVA was performed on all successfully-geno-

typed larvae that responded to weak stimuli with a defined phenotype of either ‘‘not SLC-biased’’ or ‘‘SLC-biased’’ (n = 140 total

larvae).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis was performed in a combination of Microsoft Excel, R, and PRISM 7, 8, and 9 (GraphPad). The D’Agostino & Pear-

son test was used to assess normality. If data were not normal and ns were <50, the Mann-Whitney test was used for comparisons

between two groups or Kruskall-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons for comparisons betweenmultiple groups. If data were

normally distributed or ns were >50, the student’s T test was used for comparisons between two groups or one-way ANOVA for com-

parisons between multiple groups.
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